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Buildings in Context



Conventional Suburban DevelopmentConventional Suburban Development

• Land Use Pattern – All uses separated into “zones”.
Neighborhoods lack parks, schools and shops within walking
distance of residences, so that every new activity of daily life
requires a car trip.

• Street Network Design - Neighborhoods lack an interconnected
network of streets and convenient transit options - private
automobiles are the only viable way to move from neighborhood
to neighborhood, and walking is not supported within the
neighborhood.

• Streetscape Design - Neighborhoods with wide streets,  narrow
sidewalks and boring facades that encourage fast driving and
discourage walking and biking.  So everyone drives everywhere.

• Building Design - Parking in front yards, garages face the street,
all activity happens in back yards.





Places to LivePlaces to Live
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Places to ShopPlaces to Shop



Places to WorkPlaces to Work



Neighborhood Development
Sargent Town Planning

• Uses may be adjacent but
are not well connected.

• Public spaces and
buildings not located as
focal points.

• No discernable
neighborhood center.

• Housing  types segregated
in separate walled areas.

• Shops located in strip
centers.

• Buildings front streets with
parking lots and garages.
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Mixed-Use?Mixed-Use?



Auto-Oriented Interior StreetscapeAuto-Oriented Interior Streetscape



Pedestrian “Connection”Pedestrian “Connection”



Auto-Oriented Exterior StreetscapeAuto-Oriented Exterior Streetscape





Insert a bad frontage here

c. Moule & Polyzoides Architects and Urbanists







Dissected and DisconnectedDissected and Disconnected
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Connected and IntegratedConnected and Integrated



• Land Use Pattern - Neighborhoods with parks, schools
and shops within walking distance of residences, so that
walking is pleasant and easy.

• Network Design - Neighborhoods with an interconnected
network of streets and convenient transit options - private
automobiles are one of several viable ways to move from
neighborhood to neighborhood, and walking is supported
within the neighborhood.

• Streetscape Design - Neighborhoods with narrow streets,
wide sidewalks and welcoming facades that encourage
slow driving and encourage walking and biking.  So all
modes of transport are equally possible.

• Building Design - Parking in the rear, porches and
storefronts face the street, public life happens in the
streets and parks.

Traditional Neighborhood DevelopmentTraditional Neighborhood Development





Places to LivePlaces to Live



Places to Shop (and Live)Places to Shop (and Live)



Places to Work (and Live)Places to Work (and Live)



Anatomy of a Walkable StreetAnatomy of a Walkable Street



Pedestrian Oriented DistrictPedestrian Oriented District



Pedestrian Oriented NeighborhoodPedestrian Oriented Neighborhood
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The Transect





1. Fires are pretty much my definition wildfires.
2. Very few private buildings.

3. Buildings generally limited to house-type structures
and agricultural support buildings such as barns and
sheds.

4. Mostly 1-story with some 2-story

5. Mostly Type V construction.

6. Rural roads 20 to 24 feet wide with dirt or grass
shoulders are the dominant roadway type.

T-1: Natural





T-@2: Rural
1. Issues are generally similar to those noted for T1.
2. Fire suppression systems in buildings important, to

slow the progress of the fire and give the occupants
time to get out.

3. Buildings still 1- and 2-story and generally Type V.
4. Roads generally two lanes with unpaved shoulders.
5. Roadways are not generally networked to form small

blocks.
6. Distance rather than connectivity limits response time.
7. Buildings typically set back from roadways 20 to 100

feet or more.
8. Buildings widely spaced so setup room not limited.
9. Vehicular access to buildings is generally provided by

private roads or driveways from the public road.





Fire-Safe Construction
1. Roof:  Ignition-resistant “Class A” and non-combustible

2. Vents:  Standard quarter-inch mesh cannot stop
embers and flames during wildfires.

3. Vegetation:  Well watered smaller shrubs near building
to reduce fuel, larger shrubs and trees away from
building to buffer from radiant heat.

4. Windows:  Most important factor in determining the
vulnerability of windows in a wildfire is the glass, not
the frame. Tempered glass is much stronger.

5. Decking:  Thicker fire resistant boards, with small
spaces.

6. Siding:  Non-combustible siding over sheathing.



T-@3: Suburban

1. Mostly Type V buildings, 1 and 2 stories
2. Most buildings are detached types.

3. Residential streets* are generally one (yield) or two
travel lanes with parking both sides along the curbs.

4. Buildings are typically set back 15 to 40 feet from back
of walk.

5. Vehicular access to buildings is generally provided by
driveways between 8 and 18 feet wide.

6. Networks and moderately sized blocks are important
for walkability, and shorter and redundant routes.







Side Yard House
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T-@4: Neighborhood
1. Buildings are closer together than in T3, and may be

up to 3 or even 4 stories in height.
2. Many buildings are Type V-1-hour or Type III, and

some have Type I or II ground floors with Type V on
the 2nd through 4th floors.

3. Single family residences are common, as are attached,
multi-family and courtyard types.

4. Residential streets* are generally one (yield) or two
travel lanes with parking both sides along the curbs.

5. Buildings are typically set back 10 to 20 feet from back
of walk.

6. Vehicular access to buildings is generally provided by
rear alleys and/or by private driveways between 8 and
12 feet.





Duplex
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Bungalow Court



Live/Work







T-@5: Urban Center
1. Buildings are significantly taller and closer together -

range from 2 to 8 or 10 or 12 stories, depending on the
context.

2. Most buildings are Type V-1-hour or Type III, and some
are entirely Type I or II.

3. Single family detached residences are uncommon, and
most residences are in the form of rowhouses or live-
work, and multifamily and mixed-use buildings in a
number of forms including courtyard housing.  

4. Residential streets** are generally two travel lanes with
parking both sides along the curbs. 

5. Vehicular access to buildings is provided by rear alleys
and parking garage entrances.
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Composite Court TypesComposite Court Types



Flat/Loft Flats over
Townhouse
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Composite Stacked TypesComposite Stacked Types
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T-@6: Urban Core
1. Buildings are taller still and more intense than T5 -

heights may range from 10 to 40 stories and more.
2. Buildings are almost entirely Type I or II,.
3. Single family residences, whether detached or attached

are uncommon.  Most buildings are mixed-use blocks
or towers, some with courtyard elements near the base.

4. Residential streets per se are uncommon, but when
present would be similar to those in T5, often with more
than one travel lane in each direction, or in some cases
one-way travel.

5. Buildings typically not set back from street rights-of-way,
but may be up to 10 feet or so in certain cases.

6. Vehicular access to buildings is provided by rear alleys.
Parking garage entrances from streets minimized.











San Antonio, Texas

River North Master Plan







































































Composite Street TypesComposite Street Types
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Neighborhood Development
Sargent Town Planning
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